Poll analyzes advisor system

By Lee Giurleo

"More than 50% of the freshmen thought it was relatively desirable to have an advisor - their ideal advisor would be someone who expected nothing or almost nothing from an advisor." According to the survey, the advisor "is very likely to be among the people who seek out (for help with a personal problem)."

Associate advisors

The associate advisor program, according to one of the students who analyzed the questionnaires, is weak. "The associate advisor plays a weak role in counseling the freshman." His role is "limited to advising in curriculum decisions." A large number of the respondents indicated that "the associate advisor had only a small chance of taking hold at MIT.

Pass/fail, the survey found, received "enthusiastic support" from almost everyone. However, the survey analysts claim that the responses "sound too much like they came from the book (the Freshman Handbook) rather than a true evaluation of pass/fail's impact.

The survey also noted that students favoring graded pass/fail, they still seek to have grades with which they can compare their work with that of other students. Students appear to "welcome the relief from pressure and the lessening of academic demands, while claiming that they were less motivated and annoyed by not having a rank to compare their work with that of other students.

Change in major

"More than 50% of the freshmen who responded to the question changed their choice of major since coming to MIT." The main reasons for changing major, the survey revealed, were "1) change in academic interests, 2) job scarcity in a particular field, 3) experience in freshmen subjects, 4) personal changes." Almost 7/5 of the upperclassmen who responded had changed major. The "most important" criterion, according to the survey, is "interest in the field.

Advisors desireable

It is hoped that the ride boards will help attain these goals by pairing neighbors -traveling on similar schedules, who will help "attain these general advantages of group travel, and second, to create a popular awareness of the general advantages of group travel over one-to-a-car travel - both environmental and financial.

It is hoped that the ride boards will help attain these goals by pairing neighbors -traveling on similar schedules, who might otherwise never know each other.

For further information about the activities of the Boston Car Cooperative, you may call 354-9490 (Greater Boston Ecology Action), x3312 (Bob Mize) or x1702 (Lee Sauer).

Employment Opportunities

WANTED: Housekeeper, houseman, or hotel porters current and immediately available in all fields. For one-month's subscription containing hundreds of job opportunities, send $5.00 to: The JOBS in the SUN, 1739 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Relax and Dine

CAMPUS CUE

500 Commonwealth Ave. (Gospioso B. U. Towers)

Pocket Billiards

"Great for a Date"

SAM PATCH, THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD

A New Musical Tragedy in Two Acts

To Be Presented in a World Premiere Performance on WTBs, Saturday, April 10, 1971 at 8:30 PM. Just Look at the Critical Acclaim:

"it will certainly modulate our transmitter"
Ken Ferguson, WTBs Technical Director

"It may be Schilling's best, but that's no praise enough"
Gene Paul, The Tech

"This is Brian Harvey"
Brian Harvey, WTBs 88.1 FM

"It has all the hallmarks of the Patch"
Captain A.T. Zonar

"Sam Patch! What's Sam Patch?"
Clive Barnes, N.Y. World-Journal Tribune

"Spectacular! It's a hit! I really liked it!"
Paul Schneider, SP/IGSE TF Director

When you have time to travel, don't spend it all traveling.

Eastern's Air Shuttle will get you to New York in about an hour. Flights leave for New York's LaGuardia airport every hour on the hour.

And now you're guaranteed a seat even though you only pay youth fare.

* Departure times
Boston-LaGuardia (6-10) Boston-Newark (7:30-10:30)
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